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‘A chair should be more
than simply functional.’
Pierre Paulin

Artifort DNA
Artifort will celebrate its 125th anniversary this year. As an entrepreneur, this impressive
feat deserves a special mention. When Lande Group took over Artifort in 1998, the
company was not doing well. However, I was convinced that Artifort had the potential
for success. All it needed was a no-nonsense approach and committed employees.
Our first step was to look to the past. This proved to be a great move. The more I saw
of the well-known and lesser-known designs, the more I felt like I was standing in a
treasure trove of creativity.
We decided to breathe new life into all of the chairs and sofas that bore the undisputed
Artifort DNA. The designs had to perfectly match the originals, only executed using
sustainable materials. The next step was to develop a better, more industrial production
process that retained the existing craftsmanship. Looking back, these steps turned us
into a veritable trendsetter.
Coming up with the right ideas calls for the right people. Our upholsterers, seamstress,
metal workers, painters, foam specialists and the entire R&D and sales teams meet
these requirements to a tee. Together with our enthusiastic colleagues, we developed
a strategy that is geared toward the future. Our new magazine ARTIFACTS will give
you a sneak peek at our appeal. I look forward to presenting our new magazine at the
2015 Salone del Mobile furniture fair in Milan.
Creativity was paramount to the Artifort designers of the sixties and seventies. This
creativity is once again being given free rein. This year, we are giving talented young
designers the opportunity to link their ideas to our production experience. The results
are truly inspiring, such as our first project with the Norwegian design duo Anderssen
& Voll. I am convinced that many more high-profile Artifort designs will be developed
in the near future. We’re entering a very exciting time.
Sander van der Lande | CEO Lande Group

Tulip | Pierre Paulin
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New

Kalm
Patrick Norguet | Design 2015

Kalm is Artifort’s large, new cosy armchair by our French
designer Patrick Norguet. It is a sanctuary in its own
right, a place to unwind and get comfortable. With Kalm,
Patrick Norguet has created an iconic, luxurious and
comfortable high-back armchair for your living room
or study.
‘To me, Kalm is a statement’, Norguet says. ‘The clean
and expressive lines set it apart from other big armchairs.
This chair brings to mind a lifestyle that is vital and vibrant.
The cushion literally forms the basis for the design
archetype. I covered it with a large protective shell that
seems to both embrace and envelop it. The design also
explores the possibilities of different base executions,
such as a pedestal base and wooden legs.’
Kalm is not only a beautiful chair that will earn a special
place for itself in your home. According to Norguet, it is
also ‘an expressive armchair that is suitable in any project
environment. Several Kalm armchairs grouped together
will definitely define a hotel lobby or meeting room and
create a distinguished and iconic image.’
Norguet: ‘Kalm is a sanctuary of sorts, a place to
unwind and get comfortable.’
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New

Big Island
Anderssen & Voll | Design 2015

Everyone has had the experience of living without a sofa for some period of time.
This feeling inspired our Norwegian designers Anderssen & Voll to come up with
a new modular sofa program for Artifort: Big Island.
Anderssen & Voll: ‘To most of us this experience meant our homes were lacking the
proper possibilities for retreating. Big Island is just the opposite: it is a place to sit
down, to settle your thoughts and to relax in your own home. We like the associative
links between the sofa’s functions and the hideaway feeling you get on a real island.
That is how we came up with the name. We see this grand, modular sofa as the
ultimate hub of your home.’
Next to its iconic shape, Big Island is very much about tailoring. Anderssen & Voll:
‘We are dressing the modules of this couch in a way that enhances the shapes.
The fabric communicates the properties of the different parts: the softness of the
duvet that meets your body in contrast to the firmness of the supporting structure.’
Anderssen & Voll: ‘Big Island is a place to sit down and to settle your thoughts.’
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New

Beso
Khodi Feiz | Design 2015

Beso, Spanish for ‘kiss’, is an affordable and highly versatile chair
programme created by our Dutch designer Khodi Feiz. Our Beso
collection includes a chair, an armchair and a barstool. We particularly
like the juxtaposition between powerful and simplistic in the Beso
design. In terms of shape and construction, the Beso allows for long
comfortable dinners with friends and family, without the need to take
a break or stretch your legs.
With Beso, Feiz is breaking new ground for Artifort. This innovative
dining chair reflects a production approach that is economical without
compromising on design or comfort. ‘The notion of lightness, flexibility
and comfort is what I like about this collection of chairs.’ explains Feiz.
‘The Beso takes an innovative approach to construction and upholstery.
This allows us to dress the chairs very simply using a hidden zipper
system.’
Beso is available in a wide range of upholstery and base options,
which makes it the perfect addition to any interior.
Feiz: ‘The notion of lightness, flexibility and comfort is
what I like about this collection of chairs.’
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Update

Vega
Jasper Morrison | Design 1997

Our Vega collection, designed in 1997 by Jasper Morrison,
is very close to our hearts here at Artifort. The original Vega
design was intended as a contract proposal. In 2015
we revisited the Vega to create an even more stunning
collection that is suitable for homes as well.
With a focus on more environmentally friendly production
methods, Artifort has developed a system of powder
coating that is more sustainable than traditional steel
chroming. Our state-of-the-art powder coating facilities
give Vega a sleek and fresh finish. Vega is now upholstered
using materials from our exclusive textile collection Artifort
Selecte, which reflects the latest colour trends. This 2015
update gives Vega a richer and more graphic look.
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Update

Bras Easy Chair and Bras Wood
Khodi Feiz | Design 2014

The Bras Easy Chair is the much-anticipated addition to the Bras collection. This compact
and informal armchair was originally designed to complement the Bras sofa. But we soon
realized that this distinctive chair can easily hold its own!
‘When we designed the Bras sofa, the striking feature was its unique armrest’, explains
designer Khodi Feiz. ‘Arms don’t bend straight, but rather in a more angular manner.
The Bras Easy Chair is a new invitation to make yourself comfortable: the armrest
follows the natural curve of your bent arm. Like the sofa, it is beautiful and sleek and
will fit in with many different interiors. Sit down and give it a try. A ‘comfortable embrace’
is a good way to describe the feeling of this snug armchair.’
Our new Bras Easy Chair is designed with two base options: a central swivel base
and wooden feet.
Bras Wood is the addition of a distinctive wooden feet design to the highly acclaimed
Bras sofa collection, completing the program with an up-to-date and warm impression.
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Update

Mood Active and Relax
René Holten | Design 2014

The many faces of ultimate comfort: that is Mood by René Holten. Mood is a sleekly
upholstered bucket seat with five different bases and four different upholstery styles.
Mood offers a variety of colour and fabric options to suit a wide range of interior styles.
By carefully observing sitting positions and sitting behaviours in different situations,
we discovered a demand for both relaxed and active postures. For example, meeting
environments require a more active posture and dinner settings are more relaxed.
So, for 2015, we have introduced two new Mood models: Active and Relax.
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Accessory

Balans
Khodi Feiz | Design 2015

We’ve noticed a growing interest in small, affordable and lifestyle-oriented
furniture like side tables. We asked our Dutch designer Khodi Feiz to
design a collection of occasional tables that would be both attractive
and affordable.
The result is the beautiful little table Balans. ‘Balans complements the
Artifort collection perfectly,’ says Feiz. ‘Balans has a design aesthetic that
explores different colours, materials and finishes. You can use Balans as
a stand-alone coffee table or to create a colourful collection of tables in
your living room, which is an interesting alternative to using a bigger
table. Balans will also look great in your bedroom as a classic side table
for your bedside reading lamp.’
We think Balans will interest a younger and trend-driven audience. It may
even be a great introduction to Artifort designs. Balans is available in a
variety of different finishes.
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Accessory

Lilla 2.0
Patrick Norguet | Design 2006

Many furniture brands add smaller accessories to their portfolio to cater
to a broad range of customers. Smart thinking. We also like the idea of a
small and affordable brand-carrier, perhaps one that serves as the initial
introduction to our brand. There is just one major requirement: it has to
be a great piece of furniture!
This explains why we are so tremendously fond of Lilla. This little stool
adds colour and fun to a house or office like no other. Lilla is extremely
practical and can easily double as an extra chair for unexpected dinner
guests. Need extra chairs for a conference meeting or a creative session?
Get a Lilla. Want to spice up a waiting room or reception area? Get a Lilla.
Lilla 2.0 features a fresh look with a variety of carefully selected fabrics.
We also added a carrying handle and a box design to give this little
stool a big boost.
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Insights

Patrick Norguet
French designer Patrick Norguet (1969, Tours) lives and works in Paris.
In 2001 Norguet designed the Apollo. His latest design for Artifort is a large
armchair called Kalm.

‘I need to penetrate
the very soul of the
company, before I can
create a successful
product.’

	You live and work in Paris. Is the city a source of inspiration
for your work?

	Do the legendary designers Paulin and Harcourt continue

‘Paris isn’t really a source of inspiration for me. My family lives there and
my children go to school there but I tend to view the city as one big
museum. My main source of inspiration comes from travelling for work.’

‘Absolutely! Especially given that the market for design furniture is
incredibly competitive. Buyers want to know why they’re paying more
for an Artifort than another brand. This calls for a good brand story and
high quality.’

to play an important role?

What do you consider to be good design?
‘Good design is more than simply presenting something sleek and
modern. My job as an industrial designer is to understand the history,
the culture, the marketing and communication of the company I’m
designing for. I need to penetrate the very soul, the DNA of the
company, before I can create a successful product.’
How would you describe Artiforts DNA?
‘Freedom. The designers are given the freedom to innovate and explore
new directions; to discover new forms without compromising comfort.’
You first started designing for Artifort in early 2000.
How do you explain the success of the Apollo?
‘I knew that, as a brand, Artifort had a special story to tell, precisely
because of the designs by Paulin and Harcourt. With the Apollo, I tried
to bridge the gap between the past and the future. The goal isn’t to
make huge strides; the design should respect the history of the brand.
The Apollo was and continues to be successful because buyers can
instantly recognize it as an Artifort.’

	You resumed your collaboration after a five-year hiatus.

	You designed the new interior for McDonald’s France.
This almost seems blasphemous.
‘It’s quite possible to link things as fundamentally different as design and
fast food. The McDonald’s redesign was only possible because the
CEO of McDonald’s France believed in it. We understood each other
and gave each other the freedom to create a new design that gave
McDonald’s customers a space to relax and enjoy their food.’
Can you explain the Kalm design?
‘
I was commissioned to design a big, comfortable armchair. I first
designed the cushion for the base of the chair. The semi-circular ‘dish’
of the backrest and armrest is attached to the underside of the cushion.
These two forms clearly reflect the Artifort DNA.’
Where is the Kalm produced?
‘In the Netherlands, which explains the high quality of the Artifort designs.
The internal tube frame is covered with foam, a technique the Artifort
technicians and furniture makers have mastered like no other.’
Are you satisfied with the result?

Why is that?
‘There’s new life in the company. Owner Sander van der Lande and
art-director Khodi Feiz understand the brand. They understand the
important role history plays in the future success of the company. This
convinced me that we could create another great product.’
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‘Absolutely. And I’m also pleased with the successful collaboration. As a
team, we managed to create a truly luxurious product, a chair that is
extremely comfortable.’
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Premiere

Artifort
Selecte

Artifort Selecte | 520

Artifort Selecte | 560

Artifort Selecte | 960

Artifort Selecte | 580

Artifort Selecte | 680

Artifort Selecte | 980

Artifort Selecte | 820

Artifort Selecte | 720

Artifort Selecte | 760

Artifort Selecte | 660

Artifort Selecte | 780

Artifort Selecte | 220

Artifort Selecte | 260

Artifort Selecte | 280

What would Artifort be without its coloured textiles?
We have always carefully selected the fabrics we use
to upholster our furniture. New to our range is Artifort
Selecte, a textile programme developed exclusively
for Artifort by the Danish textile company Kvadrat.
The mix of two complementary yarns creates a beautiful
combination, full of richness and depth. Artifort Selecte is
a carefully selected range of fourteen colours divided into
four groups that reflects the latest colour trends.
This beautiful range has been developed by designer
Khodi Feiz in collaboration with our Belgian upholstery
team in Lanaken.
This high-quality range of fabrics is made from 100% wool.
Artifort Selecte uses an environmentally sound production
process and is available at very competitive prices.

Benefits of natural wool
Wool is a renewable resource
Wool is biodegradable
Wool is naturally soil-resistant
Wool is flame retardant
Wool has the ability to absorb and give off humidity
Wool has a warm and comfortable feel
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Passion for design

A Design Lovers
Company
What makes someone a design lover?
Design has become a buzzword used by both
individuals and businesses. It stands for good
taste, modernity, innovation and exciting trends
and hotspots. We have design hotels, designer
clothes and even designer food. But there’s no
such thing as a designer lifestyle.

The latter was proven by the furniture makers, metalworkers and foam
specialists who work in the Artifort production plant in Schijndel,
the Netherlands. Donning overalls, safety shoes and safety glasses,
these men and women know that design is less about sex appeal
and more about patience, craftsmanship and precision. They create
their own moulds for the seats of the famous Orange Slice and Appolo
armchairs and weld the curved bases for the Butterfly and Libel chairs
with exacting precision.

Photos: Fred Kramer

Artifort could not have been successful without the creativity of
designers like Theo Ruth, Kho Lang Ie, Geoffrey D. Harcourt and
Pierre Paulin. Their innovative ideas are deeply embedded in the
history of our company. Many of our classics bear their style signatures
and are still in production today. But it is the craftsmanship of the
furniture makers and upholsterers in the Netherlands and Belgium
that truly brings these designs to life.
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Artifort has invested a great deal in its production facility in recent
years. ‘We believe in sustainability and in designer furniture that lasts
for generations,’ says director Sander van der Lande. ‘The quality of
our chairs and sofas is so good, you can have them reupholstered
ten or twenty years later. You can opt for the original fabric and colour,
or for something from the special Kvadrat collection. We replace the
seats and cushions with sustainably produced alternatives. It’s a total
refit. Once the chair has been reupholstered, it looks good as new
and becomes a real eye-catcher.’
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Design is about emotion: an Artifort chair or sofa is a valuable lifelong
possession that can be passed down for generations. ‘An Artifort
chair is part of the family,’ explains Van der Lande. ‘We know this
because of the stories and photos our customers share with us.
They have an emotional attachment to the brand. Design is not a
lifestyle, but a part of our everyday lives. That’s what I like about it.’

Artifort has made great strides in the seventeen years that it’s been
part of the Lande Group. While a rich history is important, companies
need to innovate to stay interesting. ‘With inspirational designers like
Patrick Norguet, René Holten, Khodi Feiz and Jasper Morrison, we set
up a design process that combines creativity with innovation and
sustainable production methods,’ explains Van der Lande.

This realization closely reflects Artifort’s design philosophy: Design is
not elitist, it is for everyone. Artifort believes in the joy that beauty and
design bring. Good design can make our lives better at home and
at work.

‘This allows us to create a beautiful and affordable product with the
distinct Artifort DNA. Our production is both industrial and small-scale.
Many young designers come to Schijndel to test their ideas and are
amazed at the technological possibilities, just like Pierre Paulin when he
produced his first bucket chair at Artifort in 1959. And look where that
got us. Craftsmanship and a love of design makes the circle complete.’

‘We’re proud that Artifort has managed to keep the production of its
chairs and sofas in-house for five generations now,’ says Kees Tol,
Artifort’s design consultant for the interior design market. ‘Once you
see how much passion and attention goes into upholstering a chair
like the Ribbon, you’ll understand the quality. Re-upholstery is an art
in and of itself. The Ribbon is completely dismantled and then rebuilt
in tensioned foam and rubber layers. That love of form and beauty
is the essence of Artifort.’
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Insights

Khodi Feiz
Khodi Feiz (1963, Iran) was appointed art-director for Artifort in 2014. He grew up in
Iran and the United States and moved to the Netherlands in 1990. Besides Artifort,
Feiz works for international brands such as Alessi, Denon, Herman Miller, Logitech,
Philips, Nike and Nokia.

	You’ve been the art-director at Artifort for eight months now.
Had you worked for the company before?
‘I’ve worked as a designer for Artifort since 2003. Our collaboration
started when I designed the Extens cabinet programme – an innovative
design based on the bonding of aluminium corner elements and
wooden panels. We initially started working together after I contacted
them as a young designer at the Salone in Milan.’
Did you ever think you’d be appointed art-director of Artifort?
‘I was surprised when Artifort approached me. It’s an absolute honour
to follow in the footsteps of the legendary Kho Liang Ie. Let’s not forget
he was responsible for bringing in Paulin and Harcourt, the golden trio
who brought international fame to the Artifort brand. He really set the
bar high.’

	Do you think it’s important for an art-director to have

‘I am passionate
about good design.
Our cultural and
innovative progress
hinges on it.’
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a design background?
‘Yes. I think it makes it easier when external designers can communicate
with a like-minded professional, someone who understands the design
process and creates the right circumstances for the best possible
design.’
How would you describe Artifort’s DNA?
‘Artifort takes an innovative approach to new opportunities. Paulin saw
furniture as sculpture. To transform sculptural elements into a chair,
Artifort needed to re-examine its production methods and develop a
flexible production platform to execute the designers’ vision. Our famous
foam-covered tube frame is a result of this process. We developed
an automated production process that uses robots to bend and weld
the metal. This opens up a world of possibilities.’
	What has been your biggest challenge so far
designing for Artifort?

	Why did you invite Patrick Norguet to design a new armchair?
‘I knew he could design an inviting and comfortable armchair – a roomy
chair that would ‘cocoon’ you. I also knew he would incorporate our
history into the design. I have a feeling the Kalm is a classic in the
making.’

	What can we expect from Artifort in 2015?
‘We are at the point of taking a leap towards the future. Over the last
decade, Artifort has methodically put its classics back into production.
They now form the foundation of our company. Together with the
management team, we are working to determine which directions to
take, which projects to set up, and which designers to invite to create
new products. Our aim is to become a leading player once again.’
Do the Netherlands and design go hand in hand?
‘Absolutely! Design has become a contemporary art form, a modernization
of the Dutch Golden Age. What we’ve retained is the artists’ progressive
and innovative attitude. Rietveld, Droog and Artifort are good examples
of this.’
What makes Artifort typically Dutch?
‘I always describe “Dutchness” as staring dreamily into the distance
with your feet planted firmly on the ground. Poetic, but with a strong
foundation. Looking for global possibilities is part of this. For me,
this is typically Dutch and inherently Artifort.’
Why are you passionate about design?
‘For me it’s impossible not to be passionate about design. Our cultural
and innovative progress hinges on good design. Once you truly
understand that, the ultimate contribution of design, you can’t help but
love it.’

‘
The challenge of designing a beautiful chair that would match the
success of the Gap, but for half the price! Our goal was to find the most
effective production method while maintaining the Artifort quality and a
strong signature. The result is the Beso.’
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On the road

Isle of Bute
The Scottish Island of Bute is known for its tweed and woollen fabrics, which were
traditionally used to make clothing. The furniture industry is now discovering the high
quality of small-scale Scottish weavers.

Everywhere you go on the Scottish Island of
Bute you are surrounded by grass, sheep and
the sea: more or less in that order, unless it rains,
of course, in which case you’ll see nothing at all.
Bute is an hour’s drive west of Glasgow.
I’m here to visit Bute Fabrics. Rather than whisky,
the company produces natural woollen fabrics
with stunning colours and beautiful wefts. These
fabrics are sustainably sourced and easy to
clean.
If we’re given an Artifort chair to reupholster and
if that chair has twenty or thirty-year-old fabric
on it, there’s a good chance it came from Bute.
That says a lot about the quality of the wool,
which incidentally, comes from New Zealand.
It also says a lot about the craftsmanship of the
weavers.
Bute Fabrics is located in the centre of Rothesay,
a small town on the Island of Bute. The Bute
family co-owns the factory and has lived on the
island since 1371. The family set up the company
in 1947 to provide employment for returning
servicemen and servicewomen at the end of the
Second World War. I came to the small town to
see the looms.
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Managing director James MacAdam Sprint
shows me how the test fabrics are added to the
loom. The company originally made fabrics for
the clothing industry, starting with the famous
tartan pattern. But precisely because of its smallscale nature, Bute Fabrics soon started attracting
young furniture designers as well.
With renewed vigour, the company has spent the
past few years expanding its focus to include
innovative, sustainable and stunning coloured
fabrics for the furniture industry. The special wool
comes from carefully selected sheep farmers
from New Zealand with long fibres that make it
particularly suitable for furniture upholstery.
This is the story of a passionate group of
professionals who managed to take an old
product into a new age – something that fits
perfectly with the ideology of Artifort. At the end
of the day, I leave the island with a renewed sense
of energy. I hope to return to Bute one day and
track the creative developments of this company.
Next time, I’ll go in search of a good bottle of
whisky as well.
Sander van der Lande | CEO Lande Group
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Pierre Paulin Exhibition at
CHANEL NEXUS HALL, Tokyo 2014

News

Toyota customer experience
Toyota Motor Europe plans to roll out a large-scale retail concept
in 2014 and 2015: In 29 countries, from Kazakhstan to Iceland,
2400 showrooms will be fully updated. Artifort lounge chairs are
an integral part of the Toyota experience. Members in the dealer
network can order custom Orange Slice and Nina chairs on a
dedicated Artifort website to guarantee short delivery times.

Jasper Morrison
At Artifort, we take heritage seriously. We have an active programme of reintroducing the classics
from the sixties and seventies. We are also revisiting our recent past. The Vega, a compact yet
impressive lounge chair designed by Jasper Morrison, was launched in 1997. In 2015 after
consulting Morrison, we have updated Vega using powder-coating techniques instead of
chroming. Vega is now upholstered using our new and exclusive textile collection by Kvadrat.
We have to admit: Vega looks more stunning than ever.

New team
from Norway
We are very pleased to welcome Torbjørn Anderssen and Espen Voll
to the Artifort family. This young, energetic and talented duo brings
authentic Scandinavian design to Artifort – an aesthetic that is close
our hearts. They are commissioned by top-ranking international
clients ranging from Hay of Denmark to Magis of Italy.
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Artifort
125 years

Archive

Artifort will celebrate its 125th anniversary this September.
Each year, our chairs, tables and sofas find their way to the
homes of design lovers around the world. They also make
their way into the collections of famous museums, such as the
Museum of Moden Art in New York and the Centre Pompidou
in Paris. This is a great reason to look to the past and to the
future. Coming soon in ARTIFACTS.
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‘The chair should focus
on the person, not the
other way around’

Chairs

Geoffrey D. Harcourt RDI

Beso | Khodi Feiz

Beso | Khodi Feiz

Gap | Khodi Feiz

Halo | Richard Hutten

Little Apollo | Patrick Norguet

Little Globe | Pierre Paulin

Little Tulip | Pierre Paulin

Lotus | René Holten

Megan | René Holten

Mood | René Holten

Moulin | Pierre Paulin

Nina | René Holten

Paco | Gerard Vollenbrock

Patch | Jacco Bregonje

Patch | Jacco Bregonje

Shark | René Holten

Chaise Longue | Geoffrey D. Harcourt RDI
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Armchairs
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Apollo | Patrick Norguet

Apps | Richard Hutten

Boson | Patrick Norguet

Bras Easy Chair | Khodi Feiz

Hanna | René Holten

Kalm | Patrick Norguet

Le Chat | Pierre Paulin

Libel | René Holten

Buttterfly | Pierre Paulin

Concorde | Pierre Paulin

F141 | Geoffrey D. Harcourt RDI

F154 | Geoffrey D. Harcourt RDI

Low Lotus | René Holten

Mushroom | Pierre Paulin

Nest | Pierre Paulin

Orange Slice | Pierre Paulin

F444 | Pierre Paulin

F511 | Geoffrey D. Harcourt RDI

F585 | Geoffrey D. Harcourt RDI

F587 | Geoffrey D. Harcourt RDI

Oyster | Pierre Paulin

Pinq Lounge | René Holten

Ribbon | Pierre Paulin

Rocking Chair | Geoffrey D. Harcourt

F978 | Geoffrey D. Harcourt RDI

Gemini | UNStudio - Ben van Berkel

Globe | Pierre Paulin

Groovy | Pierre Paulin

Swamp | Michiel van der Kley

Tongue | Pierre Paulin

Tulip | Pierre Paulin

Vega | Jasper Morrison
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Sofas
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070 | Kho Liang Ie

691 | Artifort Design Group

Chaise Longue | Geoffrey D. Harcourt RDI

Diva | Karel Boonzaaijer - Dick Spierenburg

905

905 Comfort

Nest | Pierre Paulin

Ondo | René Holten

ABCD | Pierre Paulin

Big Island | Anderssen & Voll

Lex | Patrick Norguet

Mare | René Holten

Bono | Diplomat U.K.

Bras | Khodi Feiz

Mare Romace | René Holten

More Mare | René Holten

C683 | Kho Liang Ie

C684 | Kho Liang Ie

Manhattan | Patrick Norguet

Reflex | Toine van den Heuvel
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Barstools

Little Apollo | Patrick Norguet

Beso | Khodi Feiz

Side Tables

Little Tulip | Pierre Paulin

Nina | René Holten

Special Seating

Lilla 2.0 | Patrick Norguet

Mushroom Jr. | Pierre Paulin
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Orange Slice Jr. | Pierre Paulin

Balans | Khodi Feiz

Circle | Pierre Paulin

Gemini | UNStudio - Ben van Berkel

Orange Slice table | Pierre Paulin

Presso | Patrick Norguet

T870 | Pierre Paulin

Tables and More

Mushroom P | Pierre Paulin

Globus | Michiel van der Kley

Circle | Pierre Paulin

Presso | Patrick Norguet

Stars | Toine van den Heuvel

Extens | Khodi Feiz
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